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MODEL 3100
J SERIES $145.00
*
TSS SERIES $350.00 *
RTT SERIES $750.00up
Measuring only 17 1/2 in wide and 14in deep by 5 1/8 tall, empty weight is 9lbs, this small box is a favorite when
space or size or cost is a factor. Holding (2) 6 1/2 in speakers and a 4in external speaker for the CB. The cuts on
the front are for a DIN mount Stereo and a full size Export or smaller CB. A handle is placed on the short side for
easy transport. This like all of the J Box Series are MADE IN THE USA! The unit hinges to open like a suite case
for easy access and assembly

$385.00
$750.00up
Model 3500RL
J SERIES $175.00
*
TSS SERIES
*
RTT SERIES
The Model 3500RL is the largest to date of the basic box line. Measuring in at 17 1/2 wide by 14in deep by 12in
tall. Weighting in at 12 lbs empty. This one after all the equipment is install has enough room left for at least 3
pairs of shoes, (out of the boxes of course). If the sound of the stereo is important we have made space for (2)
5 1/4 in speakers in the front of the box, along with a 4in ext speaker for the CB. Round support feet are added
to the back so this box is normally used standing up, although some set it in the passenger seat. The normal
DIN cut for the Stereo as well as standard and export CB

UPS LB
J SERIES $155.00 * TSS SERIES $360.00 *
RTT SERIES $750.00up
UPS LB smallest version we make. Measures 12 in wide overall (this includes hinges and handle and 12 in front
to back, 9in height. Speakers are 5 1/4 in. only. Will hold export radio, stereo, stereo speakers, external speaker
4in

$375.00
THE WEDGE
J SERIES $167.99
*
TSS SERIES
*
RTT SERIES $750.00up
Most popular version of the basic models. The WEDGE offers the Slip Seat Trucker a compact unit that will hold a
standard or export CB, a CD or cassette Deck, (2) 6 1/2 speakers (subject to grill shape), a special size
professional external speaker. chassis mount mike adapter for those side mount CB'S, Recessed mounting
speaker frame so the grills of your speakers won't get knocked off. Newly designed rear door for better access
for assemble and repair, offers some storage in the back. Bottom feet. This unit is all made from USA parts. The
handle unlike some knock-offs will not break. The hinges and hasps for units that have been in use for over 15
years has never failed.

A proven winner for any Slip Seat Trucker. Dim. Overall height 16". Front to back(thickness) 11", 14 1/4" wide. Weighting in at 10lbs empty. I have
added XM and Sirius Radio to these boxes as well as small CB Amps in back corner, as well as Stereo amps on back hinged lid inside. Great product
with a surprising amount of space for acc.

Wedge Extension $95.00
The Wedge extension box provides additional storage to the Wedge. The extension is fastened to the bottom of the Wedge with the feet removed
from the wedge and added to the extension. The width of the extension is the same as the wedge and the additional height is 8 1/2 in. A hinged door
on the front allows easy access to the contents. Provides over .68 square feet of storage for your convince. The additional height of 8 1/2 in brings
The Wedge box to more appealing height to operate and view electronics. Adds 5 lbs to the weight to WEDGE BOX

J Box Series ( Just Boxes are cut for CB, Stereo, Stereo Speakers, External CB Speaker, Side Mount Mike)
TSS Series This is our Pre Fab Series of radio boxes. All the box models feature cuts for the CB, Stereo and Stereo Speakers plus a supplied
External CB Speaker wired and installed. Additional features include 2 box antenna coax connectors, cigar lighter, power connector and
truck side power cable connector. We have also added one of our BOX SAVERS for protecting your equipment. Pre wired inside with the
necessary power connections for the stereo, and CB. All you have left to do is mount your own stereo and speakers and mount the CB
Radio. Each box version sports its own size Stereo Speakers as well as its unique External CB Speaker.
Ready To Talk Series ( For the trucker that wants a trucker box that is totally complete. Hook it to your truck with the supplied power cable
and screw your antennas to the box connectors and you are done. Choose from several versions for CB Radio and Stereo selection
including Satellite Radio options.

